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ABSTRACT 
Data are presented indicating the rates and magnitudes of energy 
released by the liquid-phase reactions of various propellant combina-
tions. The data show that this energy release can contribute signifi-
cantly
 to the rate of vaporization of the incoming propellants and thus 
aid the combustion process. Nevertheless, very low performances were 
obtained in rocket motors with conventional impinging-jet injectors 
when highly reactive systems such as N 204—N 1 H, were employed. A 
possible explanation for this low performance is that the initial reac-
tions of such systems are so rapid that liquid-phase mixing is inhibited. 
Evidence for such an effect is presented in a series of color photographs 
of open flames using various injector elements. 
Based on these studies, some requirements are suggested for injector 
elements using highly reactive propellants. Experimental results are 
presented of motor tests using injector elements in which some of these 
requirements are met through the use of a set of concentric tubes. 
These tests, carried out at thrust levels of 40 to 800 lb per element, 
demonstrated combustion efficiencies of up to 98% based on equilibrium 
characteristic velocity values. Results are also presented for tests made 
with impinging-jet and splash-plate injectors for comparison. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Several years ago, stabilized fuming nitric acid, SFNA 
(HNO 3
 containing 14 wt % NO 2, 2 to 3 wt H20. and 
0.5 wt % HF), was substituted in the Corporal rocket 
engine for red fuming nitric acid, RFNA (HNO 3 contain-
ing 6.8 wt NO2 ). This change in oxidizer composition 
caused unstable combustion and a large loss of perform-
ance with the aniline-based fuel used. Because of these 
unexpected results, an experimental investigation was 
carried out to determine the influence of water and NO
on the combustion process in the nitric acid—aniline 1)1115 
furfurl alcohol propellant system. The detailed findings 
of this study are reported in Ref. 1, the conclusions of 
which are summarized below: 
1. The axial energy-release profile within a combustion 
chamber is controlled primarily by the rate of mix. 
ing and vaporization of the incoming liquids and. 
the rate at which the vapors are superlated tu their 
ignition temperature.	 I	 A: 
Page 1
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2 The rate of vaporization of certain liquid propellants 
mixed in a manner which produces droplets com-
posed of both fuel and oxidizer can be controlled by 
the rate of energy released by liquid-phase and 
liquid-vapor reactions within the mixed droplets. 
3. The amount of energy released by the liquid-phase 
reactions is determined by the rate and microscale 
of mixing prior to film breakup and droplet evap-
oration. The extent of molecular mixing controls 
directly the amount of energy supplied by neutrali-
zation and other reactions having very small activa-
tion energies. 
4. Additional energy release in the liquid phase can be 
controlled by the presence of certain catalytic 
species necessary for the rapid utilization by nitra-
tion (or oxidation) of the energy made available by 
neutralization (or reactions of near-zero activation 
energy). 
Studies of the kinetics and mechanisms of aromatic 
hydrocarbon nitrations show that the nitronium ion 
NOT, known to be present in anhydrous acid, plays a
major catalytic role. Electrical conductance measurements 
indicate that about 5 water is sufficient to suppress the 
self-ionization of nitric acid almost completely. There-
fore, the large change in performance and in ignition 
delay of the acid-aniline systems resulting from the addi-
tion of a relatively small amount of water to the acid may 
have been the result of a significant decrease in nitration 
rate in the liquid phase which greatly reduced the 
vaporization rate and the superheat temperature of the 
propellants. 
Because this work indicated that the liquid-phase 
reactions may be very important in determining the over-
all combustion delay and, therefore, both the combustion 
efficiency and stability in nitric acid oxidized systems, a 
program was undertaken at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
to investigate the thermal behavior and the injector design 
requirements of liquid-phase-reactive propellant systems.' 
'The authors wish to gratefully acknowledge the valuable contri-
bution of guidance and assistance made by Arthur F. Grant, Jr., in 
his supervision of the program.
L 
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II. RATES AND MAGNITUDES OF LIQUID-PHASE REACTIONS 
Measurements by other investigators of rates of tem-
perature rise in var)us types of stirred reactors have 
shown that times of thermocouple response and mixing 
rates in such reactors limited the minimum reaction times 
Wl)iCh could be measured to the order of tenths of a sec-
ond. Since we were interested in times of the order of a 
few milliseconds and also wished to studv reactions under 
high prisstire, a concentric-tube flow s ystem was built 
with a retractable inner tube. A schematic diagram of this 
apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Another configuration of 
the center tube that was used for some of the tests ended 
in a sharp knife edge at its downstream end (see Fig. 2), 
rather than the blocked end and radial holes shown in 
Fig. 1. 
	
THERMOCOUPLE
	
PRESSURE TAP 
L:	 THERMOCOUPLES	 OXIDIZER INNER TUBE 
	
D	 FUEL 
RETRACTABLE 
CENTERING GUIDES

	
INSULATION	 - 
1420 
Fig. 1. Mixing, Pressurizing, and Dilution Regions of the

Liquid-Phase Reactor 
The mixing characteristics for several inner-tube designs 
were studied utilizing the neutralization reaction between 
dilute KOH and IINO. In Fig. 2 the percentage of neii-
tralization is plotted vs mixing length in tube diameters. 
The percentage was obtained by dividing the temperature 
rise read on the tube thermocouples by the temperature 
rise as measured for the same fluids in an adiabatic 
calorimeter. It can he seen that the tube thermocouples 
give quite an accurate result for the total temperature 
rise. The nlixin rate of the knife-edge tube depends on 
turbulent diffusion and is quite sensitive to mixture ratio, 
whereas the four-hole-tube designs gave over 9M of com-
plete molecular-scale mixing in 5 diameters (in about 1 
millisec). Also; the four-hole-tube mixing rate is nearly 
independent of mixture ratio, at least up to ratios of 3. 
The fluid velocities were of the order of 40 ft/sec, and the 
time scale is based on a density of 1.0.
C	 4-HOLE •	 KNIFE - EDGE 
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DISTANCE OF THERMOCOUPLE FROM MIXING POINT. tube diameter,
 
Fig. 2. Mixing Characteristics for Two Types of

Inner Tube 
Measurements of a series of aliphatic alcohols were 
made in order to determine the effect of chain length and 
branching on the initial reactions with acid. Results of 
these tests are shown in Fig. 3. The initial profile of tem-
perature rise vs mixing length can be seen to follow the 
mixing-rate curve (Fig. 2) for the apparatus. The reaction 
responsible for most of the temperature rise is probably a 
simple weak neutralization of the fuel. Approximate cal-
culations indicate about 3 kcal/mole for each alcohol. 
However, in the case of isopropyl alcohol, a second 
reaction is activated. 
Tests were also made with diisobutvlene in JP4 and 
hydrazine in isopropyl alcohol to test the ability of the 
apparatus to determine the effect of additives. Isopi'jl 
alcohol had tended to give unstable combustion with acid 
in several motors operated at the Laboratory. Addition of 
5—IM hydrazine had resulted in smooth combustion over 
a wide range of mixture ratios. The data show an increase 
in temperature at a rate equal to the mixing rate up to 
the maximum temperature. If the nitration reaction then 
occurs, it must result in vaporization and can not be 
detected by temperature rise.
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component may undergo fast liquid-phase reactions at 
several positions in the molecule have considerable self-
vaporization, even at their respective mixture ratios for 
optimum combustion. (See the curve for meth yl alcohol 
plus diethvlenetriamii V Fuels such as JP4 which do not 
undergo any appreciable fast reactions with SFNA in the 
liquid phase Nvill generally have widel y different mixture 
ratios for maximum performance than for maximum tern: 
perature rise when relatively small amounts of additives 
it'e used. Optimum additives, therefore, sheave a 
high ratio of reactive centerflo rleeula.w 
An approximate calculation ôf1he heat of reaction pi 
mole of UDMH required to rais,the mixture reoii 
temperature from that uure JP-4-;Ad to that indicated 
for 10 UDMIT in JP4at0assovaffatiofl 
and a mixture heat capacity of 0.5, gives a heat reaction 
of ahottt 75 kcal per mole of UD\IH. At 300 psi, assum-
ing no vaporization ,a value of about 90 kcal per mole of 
UDMH 'is iudicafed. This energy is sufficient to com-
pletely vaporize the SFNA-UDMH propellant system 
a mixture ratio of 2.5 and to superheat the vapors to very 
high temperatures. 
An approximate vIiiLttion 4 tJu Ii ,t uf reaction per 
mole of the diethylamine gives 35 kcal per mole of 
fuel, ,which cpuld be the result of a single anhydrous
neutralization or nitration. However, a calculation for 
methyl vinylacetvlene at 300 psi, assuming no vaporiza-
tion, gives about 105 kcal/mole. It seems apparent that 
-.pitration reactions at unsaturated bonds must occur with 
a rapidity only slightly less than the rate of mixing, and 
that this fuel molecule must undergo several energetic 
reactions. it is probable that some actual oxidation is 
, occurring, beiuse the value of 105 kcal per mole of fuel 
is over one-qarter of the total heat expected for complete 
,mhustion of this fuel. A calculation of the heat released 
per average mole of JP4 alone (MW 184) gives only 
24 kcal, mole or about 13 calgm, and it therefore seems 
quite clear that onl y vapor-phase reactions of this material 
are of any importance. 
The approximate calculations of heat release per mole 
of additive to the relatively inert solvent JP4 when o*i' 
dized by SFNA show that about 90 kcal : rnole is releaseT 
by UDMH and about 105 kcal/ mole is produced by 
methyl vinvlacetvlene. Since it is assumed that no heat 
vent into vaporization at the high liquid temperatures: 
involved, these values should be conservative estimates" 
Their magnitude indicates that liquid-phase reactions can 
indeed be very energetic. Furthermore, the reactions 
occur in times of the order of the mixing time of the 
propellants.
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III. MIXTURE-RATIO DISTRIBUTION AND COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY 
9 
From the forg >ing sections it can be concluded that 
the best injector design for hvpergolic propellant com-
binations is one which will produce maximum liquid-
phase mixing. While the liquid-phase reactions will then 
control the vaporization rate and accelerate the combus-
tion process, the over-all combustion efficiency attained 
in any given chamber is also dependent on the uniformity 
of the mixture-ratio distribution produced by the injector. 
Most engines are operated at over-all mixture ratios 
corresponding to the maximum on it theoretical perform-
ance curve. Since any
 deviation from this mixture ratio 
therefore results in lower performance, it is apparent that 
not only
 the over-all but the local mixture ratios, as well, 
must be accurately
 controlled if highest performance is 
to be attained. Combustion may he kinetically complete 
in relatively short distances over it wide range of mixture 
ratios for any particular propellant combination. how-
ever, at any
 over-all mixture ratio near maximum per-
formance, the sum of the energy released by complete 
combustion of propellants operating at various local mix-
ture ratios in the chamber will always be less than that 
produced by
 having all local mixture ratios equal to the 
over-all ratio. Any deviations in local mixture ratio pro-
diced by
 an injector element can only be corrected by 
turbulent mixing and diffusion iii a relatively low density 
accelerating fluid. Such it process in normal chamber 
geometries requires fairly long chamber lengths propor-
tional to the size of the nonuniform local mixture-ratio 
regions. Therefore, unless a very large number of injector 
elements are used, the resulting mixture-ratio distribution 
produced by each element should be as unifor.m as 
possible. 
Injector t ypes such as the showerhead or like-on-like 
patterns produce mixture-ratio clistribtitions which vary 
greatly
 from point to point and utilize little of the avail-
able liquid-phase reaction energy
 for vaporization. The 
use of impinging streams of oxidizer on fuel in the case 
of the acid-oxidized propellant systems produced the best 
performance in the smallest chamber of element types 
except it premixer. For example, a double row of imping-
ing doublets was used with success in the injector of the 
Corporal engine and in the second-stage Vanguard engine. 
Some tests conducted during this program using dilute 
acid and base solutions, as well as previous investigations 
Page 6
using (lvt'(l inert liquids ( hlcf. 2), have shown that the 
individual droplets in the spray resulting from impinging 
streams actuall y contain both propellants at it mixture 
ratio close to the local-spra y mixture ratio. The present 
test measurements determined the pH of the droplets of 
a spray sample by impinging them on special indicator 
paper. Thus, impinging the propellants (providing they 
are not too reactive, as will he pointed out later) will pro-
vide good liquid-phase mixing down to the sub-droplet 
scale. 
It is not sufficient, however, to merel y obtain geometri-
cal alignment of impinging streams if a uniform local 
mixture-ratio distribution is to be obtained. Work carried 
out at the Laboratory (Ref. 3) has shown that the velocity 
profile of the streams must be symmetrical and that the 
momentum ratio for it pr of impinging streams must 
have it singular value for any particular propellant com-
bination at an y given mixture ratio to give most uniform 
mixture-ratio distribution. In Ref. 4, equations relating 
the optimum mixture-ratio distribution to the mixture 
ratio, orifice-area ratio, and propellant-density ratio were 
given for several other impinging-stream elements. Those 
elements covered were a two-on-one, it two-on-two, and 
a four-on-one. 
The importance of operating at the correct mixture 
ratio for a given orifice-area ratio can be seen from Plates 
1 and 2. Plate 1 shows an open-flame test of two SFNA 
streams impinging on one JPX stream. The operating 
mixture ratio in this case does not meet the momentum-
ratio requirements for uniform  mixture-ratio distribution 
specified in Ref. 4 for it triplet injector element. The fuel 
stream does not penetrate the oxidizer, but is deflected 
to the outside of the spray fan. The central 90 deg of the 
spray which is rust colored is so oxidizer rich that ignition 
does not even occur. At the edges of this oxidizer-rich 
region are two narrow zones where the oxidizer and fuel 
are well enough mixed that a bipropellant flame is estab-
lished. These regions appear as a hot blue flame in Plate 1. 
At the outer edges of the spra y, the fuel-rich droplets 
ignited by the bipropellant flame burn with the surround-
ing air. The white patch obscuring part of the bipropel-
lant flame area at the bottom of the spray is caused by 
fuel vapor burning in air outside the plane of the spray. 
The same injector element is shown in Plate 2 operating 
near the fluid-velocity ratio which is optimum for pro-
' 'V -
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ducing good mixture-ratio distribution. In this case a hot 
flame is produced throughout most of the spray except at 
the very
 outer edges where some fuel-rich vapor is mixing 
and burning with air. It is apparent that mere spatial 
alignment of impinging'streams is not satisfactory if good 
combustion efficiency is to be produced. 
The two photographs show an additional feature of 
interest. In Plate 1, the center of the spray near the 
impingement point appears dark because only nearly pure 
liquid oxidizer exists in the fluid film in this region. The
two areas on either side show an indication of liquid 
reaction causing vaporization and evolution of NO. The 
extreme outer edge of the initial spray shows less vapor. 
Farther out in the spray, in line with the area of NO 
evolution, are the regions of spontaneous ignition and 
bipropellant combustion. In Plate 2, the uniformity of 
vapor and NQ gas is quite apparent near the impinge-
ment point. The effect of these two distributions on the 
combustion efficiency expected in a rocket engine is quite 
obvious. 
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An injector, 4ement composed of two oxidizer streams 
impinging on t fu1strims is shown in Plate 3 operat-
ing with SFNA and JPX. This pi1Iant s ystem produces 
just enough heat to be hvpergolic under certain condi-
tions. The element is shown operating near the optimum 
mixture-ratio distribution condition. Neglecting the ten-
uous yellow-toned vapor-air flame, the main spray shows 
it relatively uniform bipropellant combustion zone occur-
ring several inches away from the point of impingement. 
The structure of the spray shows a narrow cone angle 
which is very similar to that produced by this element 
with inert fluids. Although some vapor evolution is evi-
dent, its rate and magnitude do not significantly affect the 
• remaining liquid-spray mass distribution. A large number 
of liquid-droplet streaks can be seen, each droplet finally 
bursting into flame. 
A large amount of products from the initial reactions 
are condensed against the cool face of the injector. This 
material is primarily the result of the hack spray which 
amounts to about 1O of the total flow for this type of 
element. The cooling is sufficient to prevent ignition, and 
the material simply foams off the face of the injector as 
gases are generated within the liquid mass. 
The more reactive system SFNA—UDM H with the same 
type of injector is shown in Plate 4. Practically no ignition 
delay is apparent, and the absence of liquid-drop streaks 
indicates a more rapid vaporization. Although the hack-
spray products condense on the cool injector face, the 
surface of this loam is ignited and burns. The products 
closest to the injector face are apparently cooled below 
the ignition temperature and flow downward off the injec-
tor flange. The resulting mass distribution in the main 
spray shows some expansion over the water spray pattern. 
The small increase in cone angle, however, indicates that
I' 
ON 
although ignition of thc initial vapors is almost inst' 
taneous, the main vapor evolution probabl y
 occ'i 
sometime after liquid flhiii breakup into droplets. 
Three different mixture ratios of the propellant corn-
bination NX) 1—UDMFI are shown in Plates 5, 6, and 7. 
Plate 5 shows operation at it mixture ratio more fuel rich - 
than the ratio for optimum mixing. The rapid evolution 
of gas at the impingement point has greatly increased 
the resultant spray-cone angle. The spray is fuel rich 
on the outside, as indicated b y the streak patterns of a. 
few fuel droplets. The wide angles of divergence of thes 
streaks indicate that initial vapor generation occurred 
violently within the initial liquid mass just after impinge-
ment. This gas evolution is apparent in the photographs. 
There is only it trace of condensed froth on the injector 
face, and the light liquid film that does cover the face 
from the direct back spray burns immediately without 
dripping off. Apparentl y, unlike the acid-oxidized sys-
tems, the N() system does not form high-boiling, fairly 
stable liquid products. It is Prl)1I)le that some direct 
oxidation to water V()i and other	 s&s occurs. 
In Plates 6 and 7, operation is slmwn at oxidizer-rich 
and optiimim mixture ratios, respectively. Nearly corn-
plete self-vaporization is indicated. 
Thus, by utilizing hydraulicall y stabilized impinging 
streams (as defined b y the criteria of Ref. 3) with the 
correct velocity ratio for optimum mixing, it uniform, 
self-vaporizing propellant mixture can he developed by 
each injector element for most hvpergolic s ystems. Iiije* 
tor elements producing uniformprimary mixing with 
hvpergols can eliminate much of the critical dependence 
of combustion efficiency on recirculation patterns nor-
mally required to suppl y both heat for vaporization and 
ignition, and turbulence for secondar y mixing. 
IV. THE EFFECT OF LIQUID-PHASE REACTIONS 
VAPORIZATION AND COMBUSTION RATES
'I 
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V. RESULTS FOR EXTREMELY REACTIVE PROPELLANT SYSTEMS 
of N 0	 iu a Strew! of Nil. tplwars to result i 
anunInv(hiate violent vapor evolution at the interface 
the two liquids. Thus, a substantial portion of the oxid?' 
and fuel may he blown apart without being rnixed.ur_. 
thermore. the violence of the effect disturbs the iouning 
streams so that the mixing and reaction which dues occur 
is highly unstable.  
The impingement of concentric streams of Water on the 
flat end of a rod is shown in Plate S. A thin, slightl y cone 
shaped fan is formed. The same concentric st f tubes" 
having NO b flowing through the outer annulus and N2H. 
through the inner tube is shown irilate	 rIe deurk 
reddish region on the right and the yellow'	 lion On
the left suggest that the oxidizer and fuel were s 
by the violence of the initial reaction be&J)re mixii 
take .tce. The NO appears to undergo a reversal 
o1itit., \1fe the N. is forced forwa, into a narrow 
cone aroUnI tTi!, rod whe it burns withair, producing a 
characteristic yellowish flame. A hot flame exists between 
these two zones where some mixing has occurred. The 
contrast in mass distribution between Plates 8 and 9 is 
very striking.	 - 
The impingement at 180 deg of a stei of N .0 on a 
stream of N 2H is shown in Plate 10. The separation of 
fuel and oxidizer is again suggested by the dominan 
reddish zone on the left. In Plates 41 and 12 impingement 
is shown at 120 and 45 deg, respettively. In Pe 11," ' . 
streaks from h ydrazine droplets can be seen moving 67en 
at right angles to the resultant spra y fan, which wotikl 
be quite flat if the fluids were inert. The yellowish rdgion 
is characteristic of NH-rich combustion w	 air. 
Plate 13 shows two frames from a lg'li-seed motion 
	
The two-on-two element gave the highest performance 	 picture of a single pair of imnpinginstreams designed on 
	
and stabilit y with both N0-N.11, and C1F--NH, but 	 the basis of equal stream momentum (Ref. 3) operating in 
	
the maximum characteristic velocity at 500-lb thrust was	 a transparent combustion chamber at 200 psia. Again, 
	
still only 5,:300 ft/sec. To find the reasons for this low 	 evidence of incomplete mixing of fuel and oxidizer, even 
	
performance, studies were made of open flames of 	 at high pressure, is shown. In Plate 14, two sequences of 
	
N0 1 -N 2 H 4 and of the combustion of N0-NH 4 in	 frames from this motion picture show that the hydrazine-
	
transparent rocket-motor chambers. From these studies 	 rich vapor region undergs violent explosions about 100 
	
it appeared that the low performance obtained with 	 times a second. Thus, the low performance obtained with 
	
NO-NH 4 resulted because these liquids react so rapidly	 impinging-stream injectors may he due to very poor initial 
	
that normal liquid-phase mixing and distribution does not 	 mixture-ratio distribution, persisting e'en out throuL 
have time to occur. The impingement of a daLle liquid . the nozzle. 
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.' As it nii It udies made carly in 1957. tIi 
Laboratory iiiikrtook the investigation of two promising 
,torable propellant combinations: N:O-hydrazine and 
CIF-hvdrazine. Based on the results described above. 
4he injector supporting-research program proposed for 
These storable systems had the following objectives: 
1. Development of an injector element which would 
produce as uniform a mixture-ratio distribution as 
possible. 
.2. Determination of the scaling characteristics of SuOhi 
an element up to 50)0-lb thrust, so that the minimum 
number of elements required for any total-thrust. 
level and chamber geometry could be specified. 
, 3. Investigation of the effect of various combinations of 
such elements on the combustion profile and stability 
at several total-thrust levels. 
Initial testing of these two hypergolic comhinais 
was carried out using impinging-stream single-ecto 
elements at various thrust levels. Tests were also made at 
J PL's Edwards Air Force Base Test Station using a double 
row of impinging streams at 20,000-lb thrust with orifices 
modified to meet the optimum mixing criteria for NO. 
and NH 4 . The performance results from these early tests 
were disappointingly low. In one type of 20.000-lb injec-
tor having 90 pairs of impinging streams, a characteristic 
velocity of onl y 4,100 ft/sec was obtained. In addition, 
extremely rough combustion occurred in most cases. 
Using single-element configurations such as doublets and 
triplets, which worked well with acid-oxidized hypergolic 
systems using fuels other than hydrazine, performance 
was low and, in addition, explosions occurred throughout 
each of the tests with NO and N.H1.
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It had been found in it scn(S Of small-scale tests

carried out at the Lal)Oraturv many years ago that it

• 5 l) la ' lI -P late ili l ector gave 1w far the best performance 
1 No -NJ!. The reason for this result, in light 
Of tile data above, now appears clearer. A schematic 
Injector is Shown in Plate 15. On the right side, a typical 
(hISS section (If it (IlIliblet impinging-stream injector is 
Sliowli. The separation of oxidizer and fuel from the 
impillg('iuellt point is indicated. The left-hand side shows 
it cross section Of the same injector with it splash plate in 
Posi t ion. The separated oxidizer vapor and sprav cannot 
channel down the wall but are forced past the injector 
face and pass again illt() tile fuel spray
 and vapor coming 
(if 0 - 111) ((1 the plate. This secondary mixing. PIUS the 
flaiiic-uwliuring effect of the forced recirculation of hot 
combustion 1)rO(lIlcts, (silts ill it very
 large increase in 
1 )('rfor1,Tce. Data for impinging-stream injectors are 
plytec( iii Fig. 6, both with andWitilolit it Splash plate, 
and 45,000-11) thrust. 
6OOO[	 ' 
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Fig. 6. Performance of NO-NH, at 20,000- and

45,000-lb Thrust
of splash-plate injectors for the ( . lb motor are shown 
in Fig. 7. A comparison of dwsr data with the results 
Shown iii Fig. 6 indicates that the splash-plate design 
appears to give lower performance at the higher thrust \ 
levels. This result ina y
 be connected with the linear - 
(liilleilSiOhls Of tile larger mot o rs, so that secondar y ifliXihlg 
uniformity
 may
 be more difficult to achieve. The hydra-
zine leaving the I i i) of the plate lutist travel farther to 
reach the central oxidizer core. Since the pressure drop 
across the splash plate indicates it high-velocit y
 cornl)res-
Sii)ie fluid flowing out through tile sj)laSll-plate opening, 
radial Penetration of the hydrazine into this oxidizer-rich 
How to give complete Ned In(larv mixing tIiav be (bite 
5(il(' limited. 
Uc-tiit' of this possibh ,
 scale limitation and the large 
L required, the splash-plate injector is considered to be 
()Ili' all interil) solution for itllrl)(diitte development pro-
grams using NI-I. Work is therefore continuing (Ill the 
develi pnlent of stable, lìigl i-perforniance injector dc-
iflelits for extremely reactive s ystems. Such elements 
\v(mld (lifer U range of engine scalabilitv and flexibilit y of 
()peraihig conditions mitch \\ider
 than is possible with the 
splash-plate (lesighi. 
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VI. THE CONCENTRIC-TUBE INJECTOR ELEMENT 
A. General Characteristics with Acid-Oxidized 
Propellant Combinations 
One approach to the (lesigil of an infector t'leiii&tit pro-
viding better illixilig and higher 1)(1fUllIiLl1ce with the 
\ .() and CIF -if\ drazinc systems has evolved from the 
Lppill'dtiiS described if) section, II. Designed to stLi(l\ 
tile rates (If liquid-piktse reactions l)ttWeeIi fuels and 
)\i(Iizers, this apparatus ci Ilisist((I off it set of concentric 
tubes. The iiiin'r tulle contained radial holes and was 
retractable so that various aimnints of prnhl\iI1g could he 
obtained. I)iiri,ig the Stli(li('S ()f liquid reactions, visual 
observation if the jet issuing fl-( )Ill this set of tubes with 
• Smile )lelui\i1lg showed that for reactive (-()inbinations 
the propellants ... V('U . e'steiisivi'iv \al) ulizxl and e51)anded 
rapidly and uniformly without itlix , adclitii Hl.Ll atomization 
technique l)('illg required. it appc'aied that such it device 
would introtluci' the propehlants into the (_OlIii)LlStIOIl ZOfl(' 
with it uniform inixttiie ratio and mass (liStfli)I itioli. 
The water stream emanating from a set of concentric 
ibes is shown in Plate 16. The end of the inner tube is 
X
t to a knife edge in order to avoid stagnant regions at 
t end of this tube. The two streams remain concentric 
and do not diverge even if the stream velocities are 
uiequaI. The resultant stream is also unaffected by the 
rtfractwn of the inner tube into the outer one. As shown 
in Fig. 2, for nonreactive fluids about 40 diameters of tube 
length is rcquire'd for complete mixing at it mixture ratio 
of 2.0. 
- Tl behavior of the streams is quite different with 
eacti'c fluids. Plate IT shows the behavior of the 
conc -titric-tube injector with JPV in the inner tube and 
SFN.\ in the annulus. Time 4() wt ', UD\1 11 contained in 
JPX is just enough to make this propellant combination 
• hvpergohic at 1 atmosphere. The inner tube is retracted 
0.27 in., which is equivalent to about 4 tube diameters of 
mixing length (referred to the inside diameter of the outer 
tube). \Vitli inert fluids this amount of retraction produces 
very little liquid-phase mixing. In Plate 17, the rust color 
represents regions rich in nitric acid, the bright streaks 
represent droplets burning, and the hhiisli flow represents 
oclizer-rich gas-phase reaction. The droplets do not burst 
iii) flame until enough heat has been generated by liquid-
se reactions to bring tlic droplets to the ignition tern-
ature. The primary luminous flame is therefore located 
ova. 1
.a
some distance off the end of the tuWe From the picture 
it is apparent that even at such it a small amoitilt of retrac-
tion, sufficient mixing and reaction take 1)iacto1 vaporize 
most of the propellant. Therefore, the nlehanisnl of 
liquid-phase mixing with these reactive fluids must i)c 
very different from that with miomireactive fluids. Appar-
ently the vapors generated upon initial contact break up1 
the individual liquid streams sufficientl y
 to enhance mix- -
ing. The resultant 1)r('nhixe(l vapor-liquid mixttiro' appears 
to be fairl y
 uniform in mixing-ratio distribution and wider-
goes smooth combustion.
	 - 
The characteristics of the flame produced by the 
concentric-tube injector \Vithl the SFNA-J PX prope1hit 
system are strongl y
 affected by extent of retraction. As 
the inner tube is retracted, the liquid-pliase mixing and 
the extent of the initial reactions are greatly enhanced. At 
it sufficientl y
 large retraction—about 5 diameters for this 
system—enough reaction takes place to raise the pressure 
in the mixing region above the value required for critical 
flow.-The gas-liquid mixture escaping from the oiiti -r tube 
then goes through it shock wave which, it is suggested, 
atomizes the liquid and further mixes it with the vapors. 
Subsequent expansion cools the Iilixttlre to it temperature 
sufficientl y low to 1)rec'iucic spulitaneoiis ignitioni. 
Plate 18 ShOWS the Operation of the SFNA-jPX system 
described above with it retraction equivalent to 5 diam-
eters (0.35 in.). The gases escaping from the outer tube 
form an expansion cone characteristic of gases escaping 
at supercritical pressure. The gaseous pl'O(iLlCtS formed 
upon the initial reactions anti cooled b y the subsequent 
expansion are apparently stable cnoittI& that til(' cannot 
undergo further combustion without the addition of heat 
from an external source, such as it l)ri'\io1l4y established 
flame front. The flame is established thirolugll spontaileous 
ignition during the startup transient when the propellant 
flows have not vet reached their full values and when the 
vapors escaping fniii the mixing region ilav(- not yet 
reached sonic flow. The flame limit then h catcs itself at 
a pOsitiOml where the space velocity of the premixed vapors 
is equal to the flame-propagation velocity. The uniformity 
of the flame front gives an indication ()f the oiniforniit of,- 
mixture-ratio distribution within tilt' vapor. The few ranPV 
dom bright streaks in the flame are pr ui)ahlv due to 
mixing and combustion with air.
Page 1I
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At rtti tiotis reatcr tlin 5 diameters the gross char- 
äteristics of the vi
.
ip6f'grencrated and the flame do not 
- appear to he diffrcnt from those shown in Plate IS. 
Experiments have &'en carried out with retractions as 
large as 50 diameters. The gctieratcd in the mix-
ing /One .LI1(l the qtiantit of gaseous products geiirratecl 
increase with increased retractions, which results in an 
•	
,
 
increase illvapor vclocitv. Under Some conditions the 
è ummous flame can actual]- he blown out. The 
nøration and, thus, the subsequent combustion were 
Sfl10 )th and stable at all retractions below the blowoff 
limit. 
A propellant system sho rlith . more reactive than the 
SFNA—JPX system is SFNA—UD\11I. Plate 19 shows the 
operation of this system with UDMH in the inner tUl)(' 
atzerc) retraction. The initial reactions between the tWO 
propellants proceed with it very
 slight ignition dela y to 
produce it mixed vapor which results in it smoothly bun-
mug flame. Retraction of the inner tube with this propellant 
s ystem produces combustion similar to that shown in 
Plate 18. The two propellants again are premixed in the 
outer tube, undergo some initial reactions, Vaporize 
because of the heat released in these reactions, and escape 
from the tube at sonic velocity. The flame can again be 
blown off the end of the tube. 
B. Initial Rocket-Motor Tests with Acid-Oxidized 
Propellant Combinations 
In light of the observations described above, it appeared 
that the concentric-tube configuration could successfully 
be used as an actual injector element. The 40-lb-thrust 
scale injector element shown in Fig. 8 was therefore con-
structed. To enhance the mixing of the propellants, the 
inner tube was closed at the end and four radial holes, 
each one-half the tube diameter, were provided. The 
inner tube was made retractable in order that motor tests 
could be carried out at different retraction distances. The 
inner tube could be retracted during an y given run. The 
characteristic exhaust velocities obtained with this injec-
tor using SFNA and UDMI! were quite high. Tests were 
carried out at chamber pressures from 150 to 300 psia, 
and combustion was smooth and stable at all retractions. 
The chamber had it contraction ratio of about 7:1. 
Performance first increased with retraction, but then 
decreased (see Tables 1 and 2). Peak performance as high 
as 977 of theoretical frozen-flow characteristic exhaust 
velocit y, uncorrected for heat losses to the cooled chamber
FUEL INLET  
Fig. 8. Four-Hole Concentric-Tube Injector Used wit'h

SFNA—UDMH 
' 01d Il( )zzle, was obtained at inner-tube retraction of 0.Q 
to 0.08 in. Optimum mixing at minimum exit . lncit 
apparently takes place' at this point. At lunger retractions 
it blowoff condition, such as shown in Plate 18. may occur. 
Under thse conditions the flame probably anchors itself 
at some point downstream in the chamber where recircu-
lation is strong enough to establish it flame front. During 
one run, at it retraction of 1.2 diameters, ignition did not 
occur in the chamber, and no luminous exhaust Wits 
observed. The measured characteristic exhaust velocit y
 of 
3,759 ft see indicated that approximately 50' of the total 
heat available had been released in the initial reactions. 
The higher performance lt'vels attained at an L of :31 
(Table 2) are the result of operating at higher mixt 'e 
ratios and of having a loser heat-transfer correct 
required compared with the data obtained at 38 in.' 
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TabIe1. Performance of 38-in.-L' SFNA-UDMH 
Premix Injector 
Contraction ratio 7 
Data uncorrected for heat losses 
Retrac- 
• 
tion 
• 
In.
P.. 
. 
psio
r c 
ft/ sec
c IC0 C
I. 
0.02 158 2.00 4870 92.7 
0.02 182 1.91 4860 92.8 
002 187 1.96 4940 94.0 
0.02 267 2.26 4965 93.7 
0.02 301 2.08 4990 94.6 
0.05 165 2.30 4920 93.0 
0.06 183 '2.07 4935 93.8' 
0.06 185 7.1 5000 94.6' 
0.07 *88 2.04 5030 95.6 
0.08 167 1.84 4840 93.0 
0.08 195 2.00	 . 5030 95.8 
0.08 269 2.23	 ' 5020 95.0 
0.08 271 2.22 5090 96.1 
0.09 197 2.07 4925 93.6 
0.09 235 2.00 5020 95.6 
0.10 197 211 4950 94.0 
0.10 254 2.29 440 93.2 
0.10 257 2.09 4760 90.5" 
0.10 278 2.26 4945 93.4 
Rough, tow-frequency operation, 
'Very, rough, two-!enl'operation. 
Table 2. Performance of 31-in.-L" SFNA-UDMH

Premix Injector 
Contraction ratio - 7 
Data uncorrected for heat losses
Retrac- 
hon 
In.
P. 
psio
r C' 
ft/sec
c Ic, 
/. 
0.02 252 1.92 4730 90.7 
0.02 255 •.	 2.26 4870 92.0 
0.02 264 1.96 4910 94.0 
0.02 264 2.30 5020 94.7 
0.02 270 2.47 4975 93.8 
0.06 271 2.50 5080 95.7 
0.06 276 2.53 5150 97.1 
0.06 278 2.57 5140 96.8 
0.08 262 2.56 5065 95.7 
0.08 267 2.58 5130 96.8 
0.08 269 2.64 5120 96.8 
010 248 2.66 4955 94.0 
0.124 262 2.70 5010 95.0 
0.134 266 2.53 4980 94.0 
0.134 266 2.58 4940 93.2 
0.159 202 2.58 3750 70.7' 
0.172 244 2.61 4905 92.7 
'No luminous flame reaction.
JeP1icn Laboratory. :4 
From these results	 iust lx' concluded that the 
dation of UD\1 i-I v iiih u ac id e utsists of two 
reactions, each ick-asing large quantities of heat. 'Ph e 
initial renctious, which vaporize and superheat the pro- 
peliants, rts¼h intemediafr reaction 1)rOdUCtS which 
are stabIq t'njh that fl icy do n()und('I() I urtla'r reac-
tion tip II beiix ('CCC )i('d by the t'xpansfI	 e rela-
tively high j)r(''slire in the iiixiiig regum to t
	
_.
pressure in the combustion chamber. The second s 
of reactions, which usuall y result in a luminous flame, 
cannot proceed under these conditiotis. if, however, a 
flame is once anchored in the chamber, it cannot be blown 
out. Establishment of tiii 1lIii)in( flis flaitic can be tccoiii-
pushed by starting the motor at it small retraction and 
then retracting the inner tube under curnbustioi ci 
tions. In this manner retractions in I'\C('SS of 1.2 dktmcters 
Cull be obtained without the J,JSS of the luminous fiaine' - 
C. Initial Tests with NO_ftH at 40-lb Thrust - 
In light of the SLICSS ttiitcd ith the pr'nhi\ing 
concentric-tube injector using SI'NA-Ul)\IH, it appeared 
that an injector of this t pe would also yield high per-
formance with No -Nfl,, which is much more rca.çtive 
than the former svsteni. The perforinanc.of. O ,-H 
with the four-hole inner-tube injector at zero retraction 
under conditions similar to those of Section 111, however, 
was hiw and the combustion was quite rough. This 
behavior was attributed to tli(' iutnitttiiforin mixing and 
propellant distribution produced by the fotir-hole injector 
without premixing. Gross imbalances in the mixturc-ratio 
distribution may give rise t(I • di'tonablt' hydrazine-rich 
mixtures ill the chainlx'r and mmmv kad to incomplete 
combustion. Att('1111)ts to retract the inner tithe	 I - 
sharp eXl)lOSIufls occurring at random thuroIlLiRn1t a test, 
and finall y resulted in destruction of the tUI)CS. 
In order to improve the mixing at iiiitiimum retraction, 
the inner tube \VilS niodfid by the ifl(-illSiOfl of a flat 
distributor at the end of this tube. This configuration 
the small scale produced a striated i'utdnil sheet of oi"e 
propellant w Itichu apparently - penetrated the .nidar 
streani of the other prop(-hiaJIt. Thus, it fairl y uniform 
mnixtiire-ratio distribution was established, even though 
some Separation of fuI and oxidizer occurred. Some tests, 
were carried out with the ft tel iii the inner tIil)c and utIss 
with the fuel in the ,tnntiltms:'With the innf tthc thus 
modified, a characteristic exhaust velocit y of 5,00() ft1'sec, 
which corresponds to 8W of theoretical frozen flow.was 
- Page M, 
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obtained at zero retraction wit
	 idizer on the inside. 
could be materially irnpoved by retraction 
of the inner tube. At a retraction of 1 diameter the char-
acteristic exhaust velocity increased to 5,60() ft 'sec, cor-
responding to 9S, of theoretical frozen flow, uncorrected 
for heat losses.
	 - 
At all tetractiori distances, h gvi, random 
ewlos i
 s occurred in the mixing region which finally 
rc1i1td in the destruction of the injector. In the process 
of trying to determine the regions of stable operation of 
such an injector with premixing, it was discovered that 
beveling the end of the outer tube at an included angle of 
60 deg resulted in both stable operation and high per-
formance even at zero retraction. The final design which 
has been found to give the best operation is shown in 
Figs. 9 and 10. 
Fig. 9. Tube Configuration of 40-lb-Thrust Injector Used

with NO,—NH,
R 
0.0I'--#--0450-'4 ----0250'
	
- 
OD88"	 0086, 
0.
	
0.030	 0020! 
Fig. 10. Distributor Pin Used in 40-lb-Thrust

Concentric-Tube Injector 
The deflector pin (Fig. 10) is fixed in place by screwing 
it into the threaded inner tube and then crimping the 
inner tube in a collet. This method of fixing the deflector 
has been found superior at small scale to all other methods 
tried, which include soft ldering, silver soldering, gold 
soldering, and nickel-bake brazing the threads inside the 
tube. The water spray produced with this deflector is 
much more uniform than that produced by the four-hole 
inner tube however, four pronounced streaks are still 
apparent, as well as many finer variations in mass concen-
tration. Some improvement in the uniformity of the spray 
probably conid be achieved by removing the guide vanes 
farther upstream, but then the neck holding the head of 
the distributor would be severely weakened. The four 
guide vanes which fix the inner tube with respect to the 
outer tube are cut from a flat sheet and are spot welded 
to the inner tube. They also disturb the flow pattern, but 
to a smaller degree than the vanes in the inner tube, as 
they are located farther upstream. The resultant hollow-
cone spray produced by water flowing through both the 
inner tube and the annulus exhibits mass flow imbalances 
caused by all eight guide vanes. 
The performance as a function of mixture ratio of the 
concentric-tube injector shown in Vig, 8, modified accord-
ing to designs shown in Figs. 9 and 10 and using 
NO,—NH, is given in Table 3. A correction to measured 
c values was made for heat transfer using the equation 
	
= C	 rIh Q c,,rr	 mean 
At 40-lb thrust this correction was appreciable, amounting 
to about 4; whereas at the higher thrust levels the mag-
nitude of the corrections falls off rapidly, and they were 
generally not made. The data were obtained with the 
fuel in the annulus and the oxidizer in the inner tube. 
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Fig. 11. Performance Results for N 2O—NH Using 
Several Types of Injector Elements at 40-lb Thrust 
the oxidizer in the inner tube are shown in Fig. 12. In this 
Figure variations in the chamber pressure were obtained 
by varying the propellant flow rates at constant nozzle 
diameter. If the nozzle diameter is changed to a different 
value, a similar curve with variation in propellant flow 
rate is obtained. Furthermore, the maximum of this new 
curve occurs at the chamber pressure corresponding to 
the same propellant flow rate as the maximum of the 
Table 4. Performance of 40-lb-Thrust NO—NH,
Motor with Two-on-Two Injector Element 
= 31 in. 
Contraction ratio = 7.7 
Data corrected for heat losses
psia r '
c* 
ft/sec 
228 0:918 5300 
286 0.931 5440 
304 1.01 5400 
289 1.04 5390 
315 1.05 5470 
276 1.095 5410 
297 1,18 5500 
296 1.30 1	 5500
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Table 3. Peiformance of 40-lb-Thrust NO.—NH 
Motor with Concentric-Tube Injector Element 
Contraction ratio = 7.7 
Data corrected for heat losses 
L6 
in.
P,- 
psia
c 
ft/sec -
 
46 294 0.626 5540 
294 0.754 5640 
292 0.864 5690 
281 0.982 5730 
283 0,985 5680 
280 I.14 5680 
38 272 0.5Z6 5260 
287 0.5P4 5440 
258 0.630 5500 
291 0.696 5530 
287 0.800 5620 
291 0.896 3660 
271 0.959 5660 
280 0.994 3660 
262 Lii 5660 
283 1.16 5660 
280 1.24 5650 
31... 282 0.700 5440 
277 0.761 5520 
274 0.872 5570 
273 0.975 5590 
276 1.03 5600 
269 1.11 5600 
284 1.17 5600 
263 0.652 5110 
265 0.685 5250 
• 276 0.795 5350 
270 0.827 5460 
270 0.951 5450 
286 1.095 5440 
277 1.265 5370
Reyrsing the propellants had little effect oii the per-
f	 ance at this thrust scale. A comparison of the 
ance of the concentric-tube element with a two-
0 and a tnplet element using the same propellant 
ciihination is shown in Fig. 11. Data for the two-on-two 
and triplet elements are presented in Tables 4 and 5 
respectively. At equal chamber lengths and diameters the 
concentric-tube injector performs considerably better 
than either of the other two injectors. Since the activation 
energies of the gas-phase reactions are not dependent on 
the injector characteristic's, one possible explanation for 
the improvement is that the concentric-tube injector 
produces a more uniform initial mixture-ratio distribution, 
which is necessary for complete combustion. 
The throttling characteristics of the concentricThbe 
scribed above with the fuel in the annulus and
Page 
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Table 5. Performance of 40-lb-Thrust NO —N H, 
Motor wit Triplet-Injector Element 
L	 37 in. 
P
ps i a
r
ft/sec 
162	 4 1.04 5300 
214 1.10 5260 
218 1.05 5300 
258 0.97 5300 
277 0.95 5260 
- 254 0.83 5260
5200 L38n	
- -14 
Z.
 
x	 MIXTURE RATIO0.95 
ui
CONTRACTION RATI0. 
0	 100	 200	 300 
CHAMBER PRESSURE, pso 
Fig. 12. Performance of 40-lb-Thrust N.O,—NH1
Concentric-Tube Injector as a Function of 
curve in Fig. 12. Flence, it follows that the variation in 
the characteristic exhaust velocity with chamber pressure 
is due to changes in the mixing eharacterist1s produced 
by variations in the injection \eil leities, rather than due 
to any pressure dependence of the chemical reactions 
involved. It appears, therefore, that at least for this 
injector-propellant combination, optimum injection veloc-
ities exist. On the oxidizer side, 25 ft/sec is required, and 
on the fuel side 30 ft/sec is required. The velocity-head 
pressure drops corresponding to these velocities are 9 and 
4.2 psi respectively. Pressure drops of this magnitu1e 
are easily varied over a large ratio, even in pressure-fkd
 systems. 
The combustion was found to he smooth and stable at 
all pressures and at all chamber lengths. No damage of., 
any sort to the injector was noted, even though the injec-
t-had been started well over or hundred times and 
ad beer run for a cumulative time of about 45 mm. Start-
ing was accomplished without the use if any axiliary 
means soc-li as flushing 4c injector witk 	 o	 or with 
JLPage _Jt
er. During shutdown the injctor and the propellant 
Chamber Pressure
lines do %\ i:-Ii oani &the fir- Aks ere Hushed witi 
water to prevent theppcliants frnlripping into the 
combustion chamber after the eO11cSH)fl of the run. 
Whether such a shut4own pxi-cluure reall y	 uired 
has not been investig	 . it tqi*gest	 iM tlicc- 
sity of flushing the inje r dihsiut 	 be investi-
gated specifiilJv for eacl j-etol confi, 
Heat transfeo the injector face 1ate was found to be 
minimal. The or-all heat-translcr ra4 to the injector 
'as approximate	 .1 Btu, in. 2 sec. The heat transfer in
the chamber was 4 low. The valu4edicted by fl1 
method described AnIflef. 5 for the combustionha er 
is 30 higher th	 the rate actually nieasurcd.	 is
quite significant, especially in light of the fact t1 
predictions made by Bartz's method ire normally too- ' WA, 
for thrust chambers with high contraction ratios. Appar-
ently the regions adjacent to the chamber walls for some 
distance duwnstreaun\of the impingement point are rich 
in hvdrazine the proellant in the annulus in this series 
of tests). Thic-oIlld give a relatively cool boundary layer 
which mixes downstream to complete the combustion. In 
addition, the rapidly expanding vapors from initial reac-
tions quickly fill the cross-sectional area of the. chAmber 
so that little recirculation of very hot gases occms. Thus, 
the heat transfer, to the chamber walls is rateriallv 
decreased over the initial region of the chat 	 r. Pre-
sumahlv, if the oxidizer is in the annulus, a d re' 
Se heat-transfer rate due to a boundary layer ric	 N20 
will be observed.	 i 	 ' 
D. Open-Flame Studies of N,—NH, 
In order to understand the combustion of the NO 4 - H 
propellant combination and to fitid out why pre - 
was unattainable with this s ystem, a series of open 'n-I 
tests was made. The study of open flames with this systen I 
is particularly instructive as the intense dark brown coli 
of nitrogen tetroxi4e identifies re ns of the flame rich
in this component. Regions rich i h) drazine are iden-
tified by the colorless liquid itself, or a yellow flame vhie' 
is characteristic of hydrazine-rich combustion. 	 - 
1. Knife dge. The characteristics of the strea 
diiced by -a set of knife-edge concentric tubes 
retraction with N201 in the inner tube and NJIJ e 
uluslare shown in Plate 20. In the picture the 
c	 t'oruists primarflv of the oxidizer and th
streaks are mainly droplets of hydrazine. The
'-0,-c-
___	
.-	
, •t9-('	
w.. 
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i ketween the two propellants is exceedingly slight, 
ie liThiiious flame is almost completely absent. This 
- ior & the streams is quite unexpected in light of the 
-	 that with less reactive systems, such as the ones 
'ft in Plates 17 to 19, much more reaction takes place 
n	 identical injection conditions. 
if differences in behavior may be explained in terms 
e rates of the initial reactions of the various propel-
jant s stems. With relatively slow reacting systems, such 
.SFNA-Jl'X and SFNA-UDMH, there is an ignition 
delay
 time of the order of a few milliseconds. That is, 
cunihntion is n4 initiated until a few milliseconds after 
tbç propellants have come into contact. During this time 
:	 I liquid-pliase miring may take place. The mixed 
___________ then react in the liquid phase until enough heat 
rated to vaporize the propellants and to bring the 
ion products to their ignition point. The vapors and 
ses generated in this manner then serve to atomize 
whatever liquid is still present. The resultant liquid-vapor 
-
mixture thenundergoes combustion. 
With N 0 -NH4 the reaction delay appears to be 
exceedingly short. No measurement of its exact value has 
been	 however, from various tests it can be esti- 
'	 t the delay
 time is much less than 1 millisec. 
ich .i short time interval very little liquid-phase 
take place. As the two propellants come in 
cbnta, sonic reaction takes place almost immediately, 
4Bd the gaseous reaction products may form an expanding 
•buffer between the propellants. Thus, additional 
II lUll between d i the propellants could i  he prevented 
and the 14e1 and oxidizer .trc.uris would diverge without 
undergoing further combustion. The differences in the 
combustion i'hariwteristie'1 of the systems considered may 
thus be due to differences in the delay times of theinitial 
energetic reactions. 
Under some conditions the inner tube may be retracted 
• into the outer one to provide a confined mixing section.
ndvr these conditions the high-velodty liquid-vapor 
4
ture escaping from the mixing section consists of a 
d core of oxidizer surrounded by a mantle of fuel. 
In this case the propellants may react upon contact within 
t outer tube. and the gases generated in the initial reac- 
d rnuselamination of the fuel and the oxidizer, 
%2 itt	 tMg further reaction. The gas layer separating 
oprilnits seems to be very unstable. Under most 
of premixing, the gas layer breaks down and 
ii
 
Contact and reaction, which again results
in the formation of gi* t the mtedaceccompanicd 
by some heat release. NVO each successive burst of reac-
tion, the temperature of the propellants and *he#essure 
within the mixing zone are lucre . Even tully the 
temperature and pressure reach hi, enough lues t 
cause explosive decomposition of the hydrazine and i 
intermediate reaction products that may be present. Fr 
the damage inflicted upon the mixing tube it can 
mated that peak pressures as high as 50,000 psi are ______ 
dated within the mixing zone. Baiise of pressure si' 
of such magnitude, the propellant flows are compl 
stagnated, which results in an inrease in the thne 
r Vence of the still uncombusted propellants in 
JrJJ1VVg zone. With sufficient time for reaction, a zone 0t 
high pit ',sure and temperature is again established, giving 
rise to explosive decomposition. Thus, one disturbice 
can trigger it whole series of explosions. The behavior 
with the propellants reversed is identical. From the above 
observations it is apparent that premixing of N0 4 and 
N 2 H 1 with• set of knife-edge concentric tubes is not 
feasible. EitLer the reaction proceeds with destructive 
violence or, i( steady operation is somehow established, 
the propellans escaping from the mixing section are lam-
mated to Stich a degree that complete combustion is not 
possible in any reasonable chamber length. 
2. Deflect. The extent of mixing between the propel-
lants can be kreatly enhanced by providing a deflector at 
the end of trift , inner tube, such as the one shown in 
Figs. 9 and 10. The deflector effectively redirects the 
component in the center tube SO that it hnpinges at right 
angles on the component in the annu1s. A maximum 
degree of penetration of the two prollant films is 
expected with such a geometry. The characteristics of 
flame produced by a set of concentric tubes with such 
deflector at the end of the inner tube are shown in Pla 
21. In this photograph the oxidizer is in the annulu md 
the fuel is in the center tube. Compared to the streams 
produced without the deflector (Plate 20) there is a 
marked increase in the extent of reaction. A fair amount 
of separation is, however, still evident. The fuel is forced 
predomntly to the inside while some of the oxfdier 
forms a mantle around the flame. ApparentlY. a large 
enough quantity of heat is released during the initial ric-
tions to vaporize most of the oxidizer. However, sine' the 
fuel has a considerabl y higher heat of vaporization, it i 
not completely vaporized, and streaks characteristic of 
burning fuel droplets are apparent in the )liOtOgrt)h]. 
Some of these burning droplets appear to penetrate 
- -
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through the Mantle of vaporized oxidizer. The average 
local mixture ratio within thenantie is therefore not as 
high as it appears at first glance. 
The characteriss of the flame are not materially 
affected by the presence of a flat injector face plate, as 
shown in Plate 22. The degree of separation of the two 
propellants appears to he unchanged. The large droplet 
hanging from the bottom of the injector face plate is 
hydrazine that has been sprayed through the oxidizer 
mantle and has accumulated on the injector face platø. 
The temperature of this h ydrazine is apparently not high 
- enough to cause spontaneous decomposition; instead, the 
iwdrazine burns in air and nitrogen tetroxide vapor Ill 
a diffusion flame. 
From Plate 22 it appears that a more uniform mixture-
ratio distribution may he established b y
 redirecting the 
excess oxidizer surrounding the flame in such a manner 
that it has to pass through the flame where it can react 
with excess fuel. This may be convenientl y accomplished 
by the additkfll of a short chamber section to the injector 
face Plate 23 shows the operation of the injector 
deil)ed above with a 0.15-in.-long, 0.925-in-diameter 
,.liamber section. The mixture-ratio distribution in this 
flame shows great improvement over that without the 
chamber section. However, some oxidizer concentration 
on the outside of the flame and some streaks due to burn-
ing hydrazine droplets are still present. As in the tw' 
previous photographs, the center portion of the flame 
marked by the surrounding luminous reaction zones. The 
liquid streams at the bottom of the chamber are due to 
water used for cooling the combustion chamber section. 
.' The true character of this flame can be seen more 
Ilearly in Plate 24, which shows the operation of the 
injector with a 1.0in.-long, 0.925-in-diameter chamber. 
The fuel is again in the center tube and the oxidizer is 
in the annulus. Because of the absence of a large luminous 
combustidn mantle, the center portion of the flame can 
be seen quite clearly. A possible interpretation of the 
picture is that the flame consists essentiall y of three parts: 
it relatively cool hydrazine-rich core located in the center; 
oxidizer present in relativel y high concentrations in the 
outer portions of the flame; and it zone of highl y luminous 
reaction in between. Streaks (lime to i)tlrnmg hydrazine 
droplets are 110 longer present. A1)parefltlV, it large 
enough quantity of heat is generated b y the reactions of 
the mixed liquids within time chamber section to bring
about nearly u( inpiete ap rizatioil. Combustion then 
proceeds toward completion by 
By sufficiently increasing the propellant flow rate'. thmç 
pressure within the 1-in-long chamber section can 
raised high enough so that sonic flow is reached	 - 
open end of the chamber. Under such conditio 
approximate value of the characteristic exhaust ye 
may be determined by measuring the propellant flew 
rates and the chamber pressure at the injector end. Ali 
appropriate correction for the velocit y head can then be 
made with reasonable accuracy. In this manner, charac-
teristic exhaust velocities of about 4.800 'it/sec were 
obtained with fair reproducibilit y . This means that with 
it characteristic length L of only 1 in., approximately 70' 
of the total available heat release has taken place. The 
gas-phase residence time, which is related to the charac-
teristic chamber length, therefore can not be an impor-
tant parameter in determining over-all performance. The 
rate of initial mixing and the uniformity of the mixture-
ratio distribution within the combustion chamber appear 
to be of much greater importance ill determining the per-
formance level in motors having an U of more than a few 
inches. 
The next series of three photographs, Plates 25 through 
27, were taken under the same conditions as Plates 22 
through 24, except that the positions of the fuel and oxi-
dizer were reversed. In Plates 25 through 27 the fuel is ifl 
!ill i hums and the oxidizer in the inner tube. 
I 'kite 25 tile quantit y of fuel accumulated ii the 
face plate appears to he far in excess f the 
amount of oxidizer present in the same region U) Plate 22. 
This is probably it result of the fact that hydrazine has a 
boiling point and heat of vaporization high enough that 
accumulation of the liquid may take place, while the oxi-
dizer is entirel y vaporized. The degree of separation of 
the propellants upon contact is therefore probably about 
equivalent in time two cases. 
It is interesting to note that the hydrazine accumulated - 
on the injector face plate in Plate 25 is quite stable and 
does not decompose explosivel y, even though it is in con-
tact with vaporized oxidizer and is boiling vigorously. It 
appears frommi this observation that in all uulcOflhilC(1 region 
hydrazine is not prone to decompose (XI)lOSiVeiy. 
Plates 26 and 27 show the same general flame charat-
teristics and time same degree of maldistribution iii mix-
ture ratio as the corresponding flames with the propehlants 
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reversed.From this it follows tliitt t1e per	 lIfe 	 PAN AT	 _•1,' SAME CHAMBER 
the fuel and oxidizer in different pusAtio iiou1d not 	 (	
LENGTH 
be expected to be markedly different, ale	 at this	 N	 AT. 
scale. This has actually been observed expe;inntaIlv. 	
.. I8Ifl.  
	
These results of the behavior of the N .O 4—N.H pro-	 P'33Opso 
MIXTURE RATIO'I 
pellant system in concentric-tube elements support the 	 c4TRACTION RATIO -77 
-	 DATA CORRECTED FOR HEAT	 4 
	
ypothesis previousl y advanced for impinging streams;	 LOSSES
 
namely, that the initial reactions between these propel-	 000	 025	 050	 075	 100	 25 
lants are so fast that good liquid-phase mixing is pre- TRACTION, 
vented by a layer of expanding gaseous reaction products	 Fig. 13. Performance of 40-lb-Thrust N0 4—NH 1 Motor 
formed at the liquid-liquid interface immediately upon 	 with Concentric-Tube Injector Element as a Function 
contact,	 of Retraction into a Mixing Section 
In addition, the open-flame tests with N0 4 and N2111 
suggest several other principles igoverning their com-
bustion: 
1. The initial reactions betxyeen the NO and N2H1 
which do mix release sufficient heat to vaporize a 
substantial portion of the propellant mixture. 
2. Forced liquid-phase mixing in a very confined 
volume is not feasibip because of the formation of 
detonable fuel-rich mixtures. 
3. The important parameters in determining the com-
pleteness of combustion are the rate of initial 
mixing and the uniformity in mixture-ratio distri-
bution. The eliaracteristic chamber length ears 
to be relatively unimportant over the range tested. 
The results of the open-flame tests described above left 
some hope that forced turbulent secondary mixing in a 
relatively unconfined volume may be exploited as an 
injection technique. If just enough volume is provided 
for the escape of the gases generated during the initial 
reactions, a stable mixing region might be maintained iu 
ri which the propellants can he further mixed prior to 
'injection into the main motor chamber. Combustion can 
hen be carried to completion b y vapor-phase reactions 
in the combustion chamber proper. Accordingl y, an injec-
• tor using the exact tube configuration shown in Figs. 9 
and 10 was constructe vith a 0.75-in.-long mixing section 
equal in diameter tolme nozzle throat (0333 in). Tests 
were carried out with the inner tube retracted to different 
positions vitlifr this mixing section. The characteristic 
exhausr velocit y as a function of retraction distance is 
showrin Fig. 13. For comparison, the performance at the 
iime characteristic chamber length V and at the same 
total chamber length, including the mixing section, are 
also included. The relatively low performance at zero 
retraction is it result of the fact that the fuel, the com-
ponent in the annulus, has to iraverse the entire length Gf,,. 
the mixing section as a free stream. An y initial annular - 
unsymmetrical distribution is magnified in the free stream, 
and a ionuniform mixture-ratio distribution can result. 
The sharp decrease in the characteristic exhaust velocity 
with . initial -retraction is probably caused by partial 
impingement and condensation of the deflected hydrazine 
on the mixing section walls, resulting in less oxidizer 
penetration. With additional retraction, turbulent mixing 
and vaporization overcome the initial separation. 
-It can be seen frOm Fig. 13 that a slight improvement 
in the performance is rcalièd over that obtainable in the 
same total chamber length without the mixing section. 
The pressure drop in the mixing section at full retraction 
is, however, about 150 psi, which makes this method of 
improving the performance impractical. In light of this 
fact, premixing in a relativel y unconfined mixing section 
was abandoned as an injection technique. 
E. Motor Tests with NO ,—NH, at 80-lb Thrust 
Based on the successful tperation of the 40-lb-thrust 
injector, an 80-11)-thrust element was designed, built, and 
tested. The scale-up was made b y increasing all pertinent 
linear dimensions of the 40-lb-thrust element by a factor 
of \ 2 Thus, all flow areas were increased by a factor 
of 2 and the injection velocities were unchanged. TI W. 
limited data obtained with this element with hvdrazin 1. 
in the center tube are plotted in Fig. 14. It is worthwhile 
noting that characteristic exhaust velocities close to theo-
retical frozen flow were obtained even though the char-
acteristic chamber length L was only 12 in. Here again 
is further evidence that the characteristic chamber length 
is not the parameter governing the completeness of the 
combustion in a rocket motor.
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Fig. 14. Performance of 80-lb-Thrust NO,—NH Motor

with Concentric-Tube Injector Element 
F. Motors Tests with N . O 4—NH at 8OQ .:1b Thrust 
In order to determine the effect of large variations in 
element size, an element was geometrically scaled from 
40-11) to 800-11) thrust. The resultant 800-11) element is 
showq in Figs. 15 and 16. The two major deviations 
an exact geometrical scaling He-in th, , design of the, pyc 
peflant feed pgand ifthe different method of fixiIIU 
• deflector pillat the end of the inner tube. The feed 
passages were redesigned to allow the establishment of 
stabilized turbulent velocity
 profiles in. the annulus in 
a comparatively short distance. The method of fixing the 
deflector pin used at the 40-lb-thrust scale—namely, 
threading and crimping the inner tube—was found to be 
insufficient to withstand the high level of vibration 
encountered in the first few tests with the 800-11) injector. 
The pin was therefore fixed by nans of a long rod 
located in the center of the inner tube. This rod was 
brought out of the inner tube through an elbow and was 
silver soldered there. It was spaced with respect to the 
inner tube by means of three guide vanes. It was found 
'. that no appreciable disturbance in the flow pattern results 
if the vanes are located at least 1 in. upstream of the 
(	 deflector pin. 
The geometrically scaled element with the tube design 
of Fig. 15 produced unexpectedly rough combustion and 
performance that was only a little better than that 
obtained with a two-on-two element at this thrust level. 
The following presents a possible explanation for these 
results:	 -
L.4	 PR0PELLN 
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Fig. 15. 800-lb-Thrust Concentric-Tube Injector with 
OriinaI Tube Configuration T 
At the larger' scale the (1 em d pr -s thicker and 
more nearly..Awdorm propellant sheets. As the sheets 
are al1owId in impinge on each other, only a very small 
amount	 liquid-phase rnixiii,cn take place before

large enough quantities of r.t' are generated to cause 
Mmination of the two ilants. At the 40-lb scale, 
where the propellant sheets arc comparativel y thin and 
streaked, a larger fraction of the total propellants avail 
able can take part in the initial mixing and reaction. 
At the 800-lb scale, however, owing to the uniformity
 in 
thickness and in momentum profile of the propellant 
sheets, no preferred points for
	 escape of the gases 
generated in the initial reacti ist. The propellants 
are therefore more or less uniformly forced apart, which 
results in a greater percentage of the total pepe1lant 
being unmixed. An y
 further rnivffig between the ropel-
lants has to take place downstream in the comi sio 
chamber by diffusion and recirculation, which is a 
tively slow process. The lor performance at the larger 
scale can thus be traced to the thicker and more iinorm 
propellant sheets. 
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16. Qrigina Abe Configuration of 800-lb-Thrust 
Concsn$ri-Tube Injector
Pr'
The rDL	 I I I tisEso, ITIiIV he a direct pxodieto	 - 
th l.oniiittir n i the propellants
. since conaVër 
lare pockets consisting mainl y of one Component or 
other appear to be formI Pockets consisting prdmi- - 
ntiv of nitrogen tettxIde onl y serve to lower the 
over-all performance, buf do not contribute to rough 
combustion. When fuel ig on the outside, it is believed 
that pockets consisting mainl y of hydrazine vapor and 
partially oxidized hydrazine, confined between the oxi-
dizer flow and the chamber walls, undergo explosive 
decomposition and thus give rise to large local pressure 
fluctuations. In the impingement zone the pressure fluc-
tuations are so large and so violent that they severely 
disturb the propellant flows and prevent the establish-
ment of steady-state conditions. In fact, under some con-
ditions the violence of these explosions is so great that 
the propellant flows are completely stagnated. An oscil-
lograph record of a motor test showing the primary 
fluctuations in the chamber pressure and the induced 
fluctuations in the injection pressures is shown in Fig. 17. 
Two methods of coping with the problem of rough 
combustion and low performance appeared to be feasible. 
First, the impingement zone can he removed from the 
points of injection of the propellants so that fluctuations 
of the local pressure within the impingement zone cannot 
disturb the propellant flows. Second, some controlled 
and reproducible nonuniformity in the thickness of at 
least one of the propellant sheet r btroduced in 
order to allow penetration of one prope
	
joto the other. 
U Cl	 - T	 N(	 MRK 
•	 '1 
• ¼ 
CHAMBER PRESSURE
•I• • 
FUEL NJCTI	 SSURE •p 
OXIDIZER INJECtI	 PRRE4
Fig. 17. Oscillograph Record of 800-lb-Thrust NO—NH Motor Test with Injector Shown in Fig. 16
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In order to wet the first requirement, the tube con-
figuration of the 800-11)-thrust injector in Fig. 15 was 
modified according to Fig. 18. The propellant in the 
annulus now forms a hollow cone which intercepts the 
radial sheet of the other propellant approximately ! in. 
away from the injector face plate. Both of the propellant 
passages are shaped in such a manner that the cross-
sectional flow area decreases with distance measured in 
the direction of flow just Prior to injection. This insures 
0025" 
SECTION A-ti 
I 050"D 
—j 
4-O.547"D-j 
Fig. 18. Modification No. I of Tube Configuration of

800-lb-Thrust Concentric-Tube Injector
more stable streams and full flow tinder all conditions. 
The flow areas can easil y
 he varied by changing the 
position of thp deflector pin with respect to the inner tube. 
In a series of experiments it was found that this injector 
operates stably only with the fuel in the inner tube, and 
then only if the oxidizer injection velocity is less than 
approximately 40 ft/sec. If the fuel is in the annulus, a 
large accumulation of hydrazine on the injector face plate 
and on the chamber walls takes place. The heat gene-
rated in the combustion chamber quickly brings this 
hydrazine to a high enough temperature that it decom-
poses explosively, giving rise to. severe chamber pressure 
fluctuations. Apparently, the same type of phenomenon 
occurs if the oxidizer injection velocity is too high. In 
this case a great deal of fuel is forced to the center of the 
chamber and there undergoes explosive decomposition. 
The performance of this injector at various propellant 
sheet thicknesses is shown in Fig. 19. Onl y
 data corre-
sponding to stable operation are reported. The combustion
with this injector is extremel y
 smooth whn operating 
with the fuel in the inner tube and wiçh kw oxidizer-
injection velocities. An oscillograpli recrird showing the 
operation of the injector is reproduced in Fig. 20. It seems 
that removal of the impingement cone from the 1ints of 
injection of the propellants does actually result in greater 
stability; however, the absolute performance is still rei. 
tively
 low. Apparentl y a great deal f separation is 
ing place upon initial contact of th propellant sheet. 
It is interesting to note that di performance data points 
fall on a single straight line, even though the y correspond 
to widel y
 different injection conditions. No correlation i-
ol)tainecl if the data are replotted vs velocity rati 
momentum ratio, or either of the injection velocities. Fm 
this it follows that the shape of the curve in Fig. 19 
determined purely by the mixture ratio and is not depen-
emit upoimc injection velocities or momentum.
	
( 
In an attipt to obtain high performance as well as 
smooth combustion, the 800-lb-thrust clement was m1i- 
fled to meet both requirements outlined above. This 
mo(Iification$ shown in Fig. 21. The impingement zone 
is removed fr*n the points of injection by pushing the 
inner tube some distance out into the chamber. It was 
found that extending the inner tube beyond in. had 
little effect on time performance and the combustion sta-
bility. in oder to achieve better penetration of fuel into 
oxidizer. 24 triangular saw teeth with a 30-deg included 
angle were emit in the cod of the inner tube and the 
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Fig. 20. Oscitlograph Record of 800-lb-Thrust N 20 1—NH 1 Motor Test with Injector Shown in Fig. 18
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Fig. 21. Modification No. 2 of Tube Configuration of 
800-lb-Thrust Concentric-Tube Injector
(let k tir pm fas fixed at tend of these tee	 ' -this 
manner the C(*itlflUOiIS innu 	 sheet of oidiier	 -
cepted by 24 kiatively clistict streams of fuel. A •gr - 
deal of penetrationis thus obtained. Some of th 	 . 
produced upon initial contact can escape betwn thc 
streams without materially laminating the propellants. 
In fact, thexidizer and fuel may both be atomized 
and distributed fairly
 evenly in all directions by these 
j)tfl(lil	 \SIj)( I.
	
:•	 . 
TIli l wrh,rinance	 this injector with the inneAw
 
extended	 in. into the chamber is shown in Fig.  
oscillograph record showing the stabilit y of the cornt-
tion is reproduced in Fig. 23. The chamber-pressure fluc-
tuations with this modification are somewhat larger t1ra 	 ' 
those with the injector of Fig. 18; however, the fluctua-
tions are well within tolerable limits for it single element 
about -5-8q
 of steady state pressure. ]hieperformae:of 
this injector as measured by the percentage of thcortica1 
characteristic velocit y is extremely high, ecially at low 
mixture ratios. It can be seen that if di  Jest data Avere 
corrected for heat losses, several of' the exIrental 
points would lie above the frozen oirve. 
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Fig. 22. Performance of 800-lb-Thrust NO 1—NM, Motor with Concentric-Tube Injector Element Show	 Fi2i 
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Fig. 23. Oscillograph Record of 800-lb-Thrust NO 4—NH Motor Test with Injector Shown in Fig. 21 
In order to optimize the performance of this type of 	 ification with 32 saw teeth was also tested. Here the 
injector, the number of saw teeth at the end of the inner 	 combustion was smooth, but the characteristic exhaust 
tube was tried. With 16 teeth the injector operated very 	 velocities were 150 to 200 ft , , 'sec lower than those 0htiiierl 
roughly and at low, performance under all conditions. 	 with the 24-tooth inner tube. In addition, the I1rcs1rc 
Possibly , the 16 streams penetrate completely through	 drop across the teeth was VXCCSSiVC. It is siiggestt'd that 
the oxidizer. and an accumulation of hydrazine at the 	 further work be carried out to optimiLc this type of 
chamber Nvalls occurs. This hydrazine ma y then decom-	 injector, with emphasis on improving the perforince 
pose exphivlv, giving rise to rough combustion. A mod-	 at high mixture ratios.	 .	 •. 
,
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Vii.. CONCLUSIONS 
The experimental results siimn1ariz in this report 
show that for certain propellants the rat of vaporization 
and therefore the combustion profile in rocket motorj can 
be controlled by the reactions occurring in the liquid 
phase. For most acid-oxidized systems sonicslight delay 
occurs between mixing and rapid self-vaporization. Thus, 
uniform mixture-ratio distributions can he obtained by 
various methods such as impinging streams and premixing. 
The successful operation of the very reactive systems 
NO,—NH, and CIF,—NH,, however, appears to require 
special techniques for obtaining uniform penetration of 
the hydrazine into the oxidizer. This mixing must be done 
rapidly and completely if hydrazine vapor explosions are 
to be prevented. These hypotheses are supported both by
photographic studes-pen flames and by performance 
n m data obtained in receotor tests over a thrust range 
from 40 to 800 lb per element. With impinging streams, 
this effect can be accótiplished through the use of a 
splash plate or by means of some other method of forced 
secondary mixing. An alternative technique is to force 
penetration of fuel into an annular sheet of oxidizer, as 
in the various concentric-tube designs experimentally 
investigated in this study. 
By using injector elements for reactive propellants 
which produce on a macroscale a uniform initial mixture-
ratio distribution and maximum liquid-phase mixing, high 
performance can he expected with it minimum number 
of such elements at any total thrust level. 
1;. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
c	 characteristic exhaust velocity, ft/sec. 
= theoretical characteristic exhaust velocity based on equilibrium flow. 
C01, . = theoretical characteristic exhaust velocity based on frozen flow. 
= enthalpy of reaction from thermodynamical calculations. 
L* = characteristic chamber length, in.	 - 
p = pressure fluctuation. 
chamber pressure, psia. 
Q . heat transfer from injector face to throat. 
r = mixture ratio (oxidizer/fuel).
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Plate 1. Triplet Injector Element Using SFNA—JPX at Non-optimum 	
•' Stream-Velocity Ratio (Oxidizer Rich)	
P 
	
1:	
1: 
)L 
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Plate 2. Triplet Injector Element Using SFNA—JPX at Near-optimum
Stream-Velocity Rat9  
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Plate 3. Two-on-Two Injector Element Using SFNA—JPX at 
Near-optimum Stream-Velocity Ratio
PJ 
-	 A 
Plate 4. Two-on-Two Injector Element Using SFNA—UDMH at 
Near-optimum Stream-Velocity Ratio
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Plate 5. Two-on-Two Injector Element Using N0—UDMH at Fuel-Rich

Mixture Ratio for Non-optimum Mixing 
I	
1 lot 
Plate 6. Two-on-Two Injector Element Using N,O,—UDMH at Oxidizer-Rich

Mixture Ratio for Non-optimum Mixing 
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Plate 7. Two-on-Two Injector Element Using NO 1—UDMH at Mixture
Ratio for Near-optimum Mixing 
lIIL	 !II
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I	 Plate 8. Concentric Water Streams Impinging on Flat End of Rod, Showing 
4	
Inert-Liquid Spray Pattern 
AL 
,I. 
1v
Plate 9. Concentric Streams, Outer NO,, Inner NH,, Impinging on Flat End

of Rod, Showing Separation of Reactive Liquids 
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RJae 10. NO Stream Impinging at 180 deg on N.H Stream,
Showing Separation 
.4. 
N.
Plate ii. 1401p, Stredm Impinging at 120 deg on N.H 4 Stream,  
ç Showing Sparotion	 .
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Plate 12. N 2 0 1 Stream Impinging at 45 deg on NH 1 Stream,
Showing Separation 
Plate 13. View of 80-lb-Thrust Motor Using Impinging Doublet

with N.O1—NH 
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Plate 14. Portion of High-Speed Motion Picture of 
80-lb-Thrust Motor Using Doublet Injector with 
N.O 1 NH,, Showing Explosions of 
Partially Mixed Fuel 
i-•w. 
,
	 1ci	 be 
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Plate 15. Schematic Diagram of Injector Showing 
Impinging-Stream Distribution Characteristics
With and Without a Splash Plate, 
Using NO1—NH4
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Plate 16. Concentric Tubes Having Knife-Edge Inner Tube, Showing

Resulting Stream with Water in Both Center Tube and Annulus
:	
All 
 
: 
Plate 17. Concentric Tubes Having Knife-Edge Inner Tube, Showing

Dispersion and Combustion with SFNA in Annulus and JPX in

Center Tube (0.27-in. Retraction) 
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Plate 18. Concentric Tubes Having Knife-Edge Inner Tube, Showing 
Near-uniform Vapor Mixture of SFNA—JPX with Resulting 
Flame Zone (0.35-in. Retraction) 
It ; . . ,
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Plate 19. Concentric Tubes Having Knife-Edge Inner Tube, Showing 
Operation with SFNA—UDMH (Zero Retraction)
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Plate 20. Concentric Tubes Having Knife-Edge Inner Tube, Showing 
Separation of Annular N 2 H 4 from Center Stream N0 4
 (Zero Retraction) 
•4f; 
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Plate 21. Concentric Tubes Having Distributor Pin at End of
	
Jr 
 
Inner Tube, Using NO—NH 
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Plate 22. Concentric Tube., of Plate 21 with Injector Face Plate 
12
Plate 23. Concentric-Tube Injector of Plate 22 with 0.15-in.-Iong Chamber
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Plate 24. Concentric-Tube Injector of Plate 22 with 1.0-in.-long Chamber 
Plate 25. Concentric-Tube Injector of Plate 22 with Propellants

Reversed (NH 1
 in Annulus) 
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Plate 26. Concentric-Tube Injector of Plate 25 with 0.1 5-in.-Iong Chamber 
Plate 27. Concentric-Tube Injector of Plate 25 with 1.0-in.-long Chamber
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